
Alien attack

1. Past Tense Verb

2. Adjective

3. Adjective

4. Noun

5. Adjective

6. Adjective

7. Adjective
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9. Adjective

10. Adjective

11. Adjective
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Alien attack

One day, Gage and Jon Past tense verb over to Derick's house to play XBOX. It was midnight but they were

all filled with a Adjective amount of energy, because Derick's father and sisters were out of town for the

night. Because of this they were able to be as Adjective and crazy as they wanted.

They played throughout the night and Derick was owning all the noobs on XBOX Live. Derick was winning

against his last match witch lasted for what seemed like forever, but Derick wins and they start making fun of

this Noun on XBOX Live. He doesn't take too well and says that he'll come over and shoot him. They

all agreed that this was very Adjective and over the top, but they continued to make fun of the loser

because they knew that no one would do such a Adjective and dark thing.

They got Â bored and turned off the XBOX to go do something else. As they went to do this, they here a sonic

boom that makes their ears bleed and a bright light shining out of his window left them all silent. The three of

them walked slowly and Adjective to the the window and they are all left in shock. A spaceships outside

of the window!! Just like the comics, it is in the shape of a Â saucer and levitating making a "wooshing"; noise

in a rhythmic Noun . An alien suddenly appears in the room holding what seems like a ray gun. He

started speaking... It was very Adjective and talkative, but they couldn't understand a word it said. It

chased Derick and cornered him in his own room, he was held at gun point and started Adjective crying.

The alien said one more word before Gage and Jon busted the aliens head with derricks lamp. It was a

Adjective attempt



to help their friend. Then Gage took the keys from the aliens pocket and suggested they take the spaceship out

for a drive. So they did and stopped at a burger king and made the order-taker faint. Then Jon accidentally hits a

button and sends them two years into the future and crash into the WhiteHouse. When they get out to look at the

damage, a lady is screaming that they killed the president, when they looked at who they hit... It was Donald

Trump. You're welcome America.
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